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REGULARITY'AND IRREGULtlITY IN ENGLISH SPELLING' AND IN SPELLING INSTRUCTION

Bruce Cronnell

Re

ABSTRACT

The nature of.regularity in English spelling is reviewed, and three

categories of sound-to-spelling correspondences are linguistically defined:

'
predictable, frequent but unpredictable, and rare and Unpredictable. It

is noted, however, that regularity may be a More complex matter for
.,

spelling instruction, fo. r which at least eight categories are possible.

A revised version o f the three-way classification orregularity, basedi 4
4

on learner behavior and encompassing linguistic and pedagogical categories,

Is suggested for(the design Ond'developmerbit of spelling instruction.
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REGULAkITY AND 1RREGUt6ITY IN ENGLISH SPELLING AND Di SPELLING INSTRUCTION

Bruce Cronnell

Considerable evidence-is available indicating that English spelling

is, forethe most part, regular and rule-governed (Russell, 1975). Howeverli 1

it is not completely regUlar. This paper is an attempt to categorize

lb

. regularity in a description of English spelling and to determine the

role of such-categories in spelling instruction.

Because of the complex telations between sound and spelling in

English, defining regularity is not.a straightforward matter. Venpzky

(1970) has perhaps best categorized these relationships into three kinds

of patterns: predictable, frequent but unpredictable, and rare and unpred-
'

ictable. (The present author independently set up three similar categories:

rules, semi-rulesi and sisght words [Cronnell, 1970].)

Predictable patterns are, as expected, those spellings that can be

readily predicted from prdnunciation. (Exceptionseto these patterns are
, .

minor and thin are ignoredOlere, e.g., the spelling of /t/ 3nllo, of

/v/ in of.) Some predictable patterns are:sinvariant;that is, the same

spelling is used for one sound in all cases. Invariant spellings are

rather rare aniepply to only a few consonants and vowels, e.g., /v/

v; /0/ and /6/ th, /m/ + a. More commonly, predictable patterns

involve variant spellings that can, however, be predicted on the basis

of environment; e.g., /1/ is spelled ch except when after a short vowel,

where the spelling'is tch. Predictakle spellings can be,lea'rned by rule,

although the var.iant patterns may Involve somewhat coMplex environmenti.
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When discussing frequent but unpredictable patterns: Venezky (1970,
, 1

p. 270 ) notes that "Many sounds have variarkt spellings which cannot be

predicted,,but which occUr frequently enough to merit special attention,"

e.g., final /o/ o, ow, oe. Such spellings must be learned in groups A

of words,

Rare and unpredictablv spellings are found only in p small set of

words (probably 10Vor leSs bf the vocabulary of Ehglish), e.g., /v/*-*

f in of, /i/ + o in worgen. Such spellings have very limited applicability,

4
although they oftemoccur in frequently used words.

Venezky indicates the relationship between these cptegories and

learning to spell.

0

The value of this tripart classification in that.it separates ,

spelling patterns'apcording to the beha,lors which we would expect
good spelleri t6acquire. Predictable patterns, while they may
require a concern for environment, are transferablje to any word
contbining the souRds invOlved. Variant-predictible patterns requiye

attention to such=features as position,.stress, or following sounds,
but can still be transferred once the Opropriate features are known.
Unpredictable patterns cannot be tr nsferred'to new occurrences of
the same sounds, but while one antic1.ates seeing certain frequent,

unpredictable patterns in new words, one does not expect to see the
rare, unpredictable patterns there. The difference between the two
classes is, then, thot the first occurs in ln opeo-ended set of

.

wor4s and the second occurs in a closed set. (4.970,.p. 270)

However, 'the boundiry between rare and frequent unpredictable patterns

is unclear. For example, Is final /e/ et "rare" or are its seien or so

e
words "frequent"? Since rarityhas no abs ute values, such distinctions

in instruction must he 'mode on other grounds ( .g., usefulness of the

words).

The SRA spelling series (D4 and Lightbody, 1970, p. T1), for which

Venezkv+ias the linguistic consultant, employs thewthree categories of

spelling patterns, coded by color:
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"Words learned throUgh regular spelling patterns" are printed,
-4-

On green, III suggesting.the go-Whead message of a green tr404

1 ight."
"

k/
"Words learned,through pattern association4 are taubht ifv*oups

A 4'

'with a common but not regular-pattern." These words are

printed on yellow, "indicating that caution should be msed in

applying the,pattern to new wor4."

"Words learned by sigh,ate "essential words with exception"al

spelling . . taught individually." These words are printed

on red to indicate "that the spelling'is so unusual 6lat it can

hardly ever be transferred to another ord with.the same sounds."

. Included-in the sight category are regular words for which the

patterns hive noi yet been taught.

t

However, consideration of the Words in Book A (second.grade) indicates

tOt these categories are hOt strictly adhered6o in pragtice. The

reasons are pedagogical in nature and:are generally explained clearly

in the teacher's notes.

While a three-part classification of sound-to-spelling correspondences

seems appropriate for, linguistic descriptions, it is MA so easily

applicable to spelling instruction. .At least eight categories appear

to be relevant to learning to Ispell.

1. ,Predlttable spellings; e.g., /a/ + a, /k/ c, k, ck, etc.

2. Frequent but unpredictable spellings; é.g., /e/ a...e,

etc.

01.
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3. One frequent but unpredictable spelling introduced before other

t

sOellings .or'the same sbund are taught; e..s., a...e introduced

before other /e/

4: One or two useful exemplars 'of predictable or frequent but

unpredictabfe ,spellings that have not:been taught; e.g., saw

introduced before the aw spelling is taught.

5: Irregular words that are "regUlar" according to spellings already,

ft

4aughtt. e.g., final /f/ after a short ;lowt1 is spelledll, but

before that rule is taught, if is "regular" by the rule /f/ 4- f.

6. Irregular but'not unusual spellings, generally regular in terms

of spelling-to-sound correspondences, but not by sound-to-spelling

. *correspondences; e.g., odd, mg, which have irregular final

double consonants.

7. Compounds and affixed words that include a previously.taught

irregular base form; e.g., into and doing after to and do have
i 4

been* taught.

8. Rare and unpredictable Correspondences .("sight wordp"); e.g.,

who, yacht.

All eight categories need to be recoinized for the purposes of

instructional design. It may also be useful for teachers to be aware

of these categories and of how all words and rules included in instruction

fit into them. Such information for the teacher might l'4g indic;ted

in appropriate notes'accompanying instructional materials.

However, anoeight-way classIfiOation system is clearly too complex

for use with students. Nonetheless, it is important that students know

how to respond to various wordi and rules in order to °make fullest lite

of thefregularities of English orthography (cf. Cronneli, 1971). And, as
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Venezky (1970, see above) suggests, it may be most appropriate to use a

claisification that indicates ':the behaviors which we would expect good

spellers to acqurre."
:

A three-way qategorization, which parallels the linguistic

classification described above and which also includes the eight categories

relevant to learning to spell, is most suitable for the design and

development of spelling instruction.* These categories are based on the
/4

type of tearner behavior appropriate for different wards and rules.

The first crass ("predictable spellings") covers words that students should

be able to spell simply by'listening to the sounds and applltying rules

that have been taught. thiN; class includes categories 1, 3, 5, and 7

above, where previous instruction provides the bask for spelling Rte

word; the spellings of such words are predictable for the learner.

The second class ("unpredictable and tare spellings") covers words that

must be.memorized by sight. This class includes categories 4 and 8 ablove,

where previous instruction cannot or 00t5 mot provide thebasis for spelling,

words; the spellings of such worde are unpredictable.and rare for the

learner. The third class ("unpredictable but common spellings") covers

words.in which the sounds help students know how the words frlay be spelled,

but students must learn the wor.ds by memory or must cheak in a,dictionary

in order to determine the exact spelling. This class includes categorie5.

2 and 6 above, where previous instruction can provide some, but not a
t

41

*This cattprization was.suggested by Donna Schwab, who proposed
the,labels "Aisten words," "look words," and "listen and look words,"
with visual cues of an ear, an eye, and an ear and an eye, respectively.

7
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complete, basis for spellin9 new words; the spellings of %Lich words are,

unpredictable, but freqUent or not unusual fer-the learner.

These three classes, encOmpassing the eight categories related,to

learping to spell, are useful, 0 the desiga ana development of'spelling

instruction. In addition, they provide a framework for instruCtional

purposes, o guide teachers and students. Such a system accounts foe
;

the'regularity of English spelling, based on Ilinguistic and pedagogical

considerations, and indicates the expected outcome of instrustion.1,-

t".
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